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A MULTUM-in-PARVO SAILPLANE
The Construction oj the Penrose Pegasus, a Small Machine Which Aroused

^ ; : Great Interest at Sutton Bank, Described by its Designer
A LTHOUGH the Pegasus was finished only early this

/ \ year, the original design and stress-work was com-
menced in September, 1932, and construction a few
months afterwards. Originally it was optimistically

expected to finish the machine in six
months, but there were many unavoidable
delays, apart from the fact that everything
took much longer than was anticipated
and despite the considerable help which the
designer received from his wife and many
members of Westland Aircraft, Ltd.

In the dark ages of 1931-32 it had been
forcibly brought home to the designer that
there was iTfiltTS too'1ffucn*fiekving and pulling
and all too little gliding, and this was attribut-
able in part to the great weight and size of the
conventional sailplane. An investigation of
different types showed that it should be quite '
possible to realise .1 very satisfactory perform-
ance from a machine having a good value of span2: area and
a considerably greater loading than those then current. Other
requirements were then taken into consideration, such as porta-

In this article Mr. H. J.
Penrose, who, incidentally,
is chief test pilot to West-
land Aircraft Ltd., des-
cribes how he set out to
design and build a small
sailplane which would have
a good performance and
outstanding characteristics
in the matter of portability.

bility, controllability, small size for transport, etc., and ideas
gradually clarified into the Pegasus. Happily, its pilot was
not of great size, and weighed 10 stone, and this, of course,
facilitated the design.

In view of the fact that the machine was to be home-made,
both from the point of view of interest and
of cost, it was found vital to make each
structural unit of very short length, as, in
order to get them out of the workshop, one- hail
to negotiate a bend of just over 12 ft. G in. In
addition, every part had to be of the simplest
possible construction compatible with lightness.

Concurrently with the original investigation,
the Cloudcraft Sailplane Co. was working on a
similar project, and at one time the Pegasus was
almost abandoned for Mr. Dickson's Junior.

The ply-covered fuselage of the Pegasus was
made 12ft. 6in. long and built up on spruce
longerons and four main bulkheads, with a
number of stiffeners, and light intermediate
bulkheads. A rectangular box-section was

adopted to avoid the difficulty of bevelling longerons an.i
making vee bottoms and decks. The top of the fuselage has a
deep vee fairing of fabric on a stringer and a number of formers.

THE PENROSE
"PEGASUS"

Length o.a.
Wing Span
Wing Area
KH up Weight

13ft. 6m.
34ft. ijin.
91.8 sq. ft.
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On the right are some con-
structional details of the
balanced elevator of the Pen-
rose sailplane. There is no

fixed tailplane.

(Above) The all-rubber tail
wheel which was fitted when
it was found that the original
tail skid had a tendency to

break.

(Above) The central skid
under the fuselage and details
of its hinge. (Right) Eleva-
tion of a main wing rib and
details of method of fasten-

ing it to the wing spar.

To obtain adequate ground clearance the ash skid was
sprung by two relatively long telescopic members—actually
obsolete Widgeon tail-skid members—and these formed a ve<;
in front view; this, it was hoped, would enable the machine
to stand up to drift landings with little damage. As a further
precaution against side drift loads the fuselage attachment
plates for the spring legs were made separate from the main
lift-strut plates, which are also fitted at the same point on th<'
fuselage. In practice this skid undercarriage has been found
to work extraordinarily well.

The usual single-spar type of wing was adopted having a
modified Gottinger: 535 section, with a plan which was con-
sidered the optimum for the design. With a view to good con-
trollability, long, narrow-chord ailerons were fitted, having a
heavy differential. The difficulty and trouble of making a
large number of jigs for the ribs of the tapered wing was over-
come by adopting a suitably lightened three-ply web construc-
tion instead of the normal girder. Each web was drawn out
full scale and cut to shape, and a second web for the opposite
wing made by tracing off the first. Grooved flanges were then
slipped over the profile of the rib, bent round by hand, and
glued in place; the finished rib, which went to the full depth
of the section, proved both light and strong. Ribs were after-
wards cut in two at the spar juncture and secured to the spar
by chocks. The three-ply leading edge was glued to each rib,
a"d, of course, made a further and very strong attachment,
whilst horizontal gussets further stiffened the attachment of
the rear half. The spar itself consisted of two relatively heavy
flanges of spruce with a three-ply web at the rear and stiffened
with diaphragms.

Because of the small workshop and to facilitate transport,
the wing was made in three parts, attached together by the
usual system of plates and horizontal pins. Strut bracing was

adopted, as this gave a lighter structure, and, it was con-
sidered, would stiffen the structure against handling and land-
ing loads. All internal woodwork was varnished, and the
structure completely covered with aircraft fabric, instead of
adopting the more usual method of giuing the fabric to tin-
end of the nose-box and varnishing the leading edge. The
fabric was sewn to each rib.

The floating tail and the rudder (of ample area) were of
similar construction to the main planes, and these units were
slightly balanced. The horizontal surface was mounted very
simply and quite effectively by eye-bolts passing vertically
through the spar and pinning the eye to a plate bolted to a
sturdy bulkhead.

Tests with the machine have proved it to be more successful
than anticipated, the only trouble so far experienced being
broken main and tail skids. The former trouble has been over-
come with a stiffer skid, and-the latter by fitting a small all-
rubber (and therefore shock-absorbing) tail-wheel.

Controls have been found most effective, and the machine
is extremely manoeuvrable, as might be anticipated from its
small inertia. Turns can be carried ouf on ailerons alone. At
Sutton Bank the Pegasus behaved very well, despite the fact
that it was Ihe pilot's first experience of soaring; although
loaded to 3 lb./sq. ft., the sailplane seemed to have a good
speed range and was able to fly as slowly as machines having
less loading.

The handling party were full of praise, because two energetic
men could carry the machine.

Although B.G.A. load factors were in genera] exceeded in
the design, the all-up weight was found to be only 133 Ib.,
or 3 lb. more than calculated. The area is 91.8 sq. ft., and the
loading 3 lb./sq. ft. The sinking speed is alleged to l»e
2.7 it./sec with an L/D of 1 in 20.5.

AIR-LINE PROPAGANDA
"'"g* Across Continents (The K.L.M. Amsterdam-Batavia

Line), by E. Rusman. 2.25 guilders. Andries Blitz,
Amsterdam. Obtainable from K.L.M. office.

JT is difficult to imagine that anyone could even glance
through Mt. Rusman's book without conceiving an im-

mediate desire to travel to the East—and, preferably, to
travel by air. It would be difficult, too, to imagine that any
P('r-Sf|n with normal " biblio-kleptomania " could, after look-
'n"i,at W'ngs Across Continents, fail to covet it.

ijeautifally illustrated with the very best of impressionistic
n'J other photographs, drawings and maps, it is at once a

readable travel b<x)k, a complete guide to the K.L.M. route
to the East and an entertaining history. In our insular manner
history is taught in this country too narrowly from the angle
of the Englishman, and it is always interesting, therefore, to
read other histories—such as the rapid surveys found in Mr.
Rusman's book.

In the appendix useful and interesting information is given
concerning the effect of winds on ground speeds and compass
courses, radio direction finding, blind flying and the reasons
for high or kw altitude flying on lon.g journeys. Inside the
back cover is a complete map of tbe winter and summer
routes to Batavia.
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fig S Reduction in aircraft noise levels during three decades

prominent lobe is that of the rearwards fan noise, besides
which all other radiations pale into insignificance—especially
the jet noise. Changing to a single-stage fan without inlet guide
vanes greatly reduces fan noise generation at source, with a
corresponding shrinking of the two fan noise lobes. Forwards
fan noise and jet noise are now equally unimportant and the
peak noise along a line parallel to the engine's centreline is
determined by an approximately equal mixture of rearwards
fan noise and turbine noise.

It may be readily appreciated that any further reduction
of fan noise alone would be of little benefit. Complete
elimination of the fan noise would leave very nearly the
same noise peak constituted entirely by turbine noise. Con-
tinued effective progress requires simultaneous attenuation of
both turbine and fan noise.

One way of achieving simultaneous reduction of fan and
turbine noise is embodied in the Rolls-Royce design concept of
a three-shaft engine. The fan and low-pressure turbine are
carried on a shaft whose speed can be varied independently
of the other two shafts—those of the high pressure and inter-
mediate pressure systems. Thus the fan shaft can be slowed
by reducing the area of the primary nozzle. The required
engine thrust is maintained by compensating the loss of fan
thrust with an appropriate increase in primary jet thrust.

To maintain total thrust the primary jet velocity has to
increase, and the noise rises from complete insignificance to
become, eventually, the predominant component at nozzle
areas below 40 per cent of standard. The resultant total noise
curve has a minimum when the nozzle area is about 50 per cent
of standard. The noise benefit achieved at this optimum nozzle
area for the particular engine power setting is 3PNdb. A
similar minimum combination of fan, turbine and jet noise
is obtainable at each thrust by selecting an appropriate nozzle
area. The benefit, of course, decreases with increasing thrust,
becoming zero at maximum thrust. However, up to 4PNdb is
attainable at lower thrusts in the landing approach range.

To conclude, it is felt that the design concepts presented,
namely single-stage fan without inlet guide vanes and the
three-shaft engine, extract the maximum benefit from present
knowledge gleaned from 20 years of persistent research.

Additional comparatively minor noise reductions can be
achieved by application of acoustic filters or absorbers to both
fan and turbine, but not without performance penalties.
Continued energetic research, especially on blading noise, is
required for further advances. To this end a special noise test
facility is being provided in the United Kingdom. Basically
this consists of a 6,000 h.p. drive for test compressors of
15in to 50in diameter and a very large anechoic chamber to
obtain accurate far-field measurements without interference
from the elements or ground effects. The construction of the
facility is well advanced.

Fig 5 provides a final illustration comparing the progress in
reduction of aircraft noise levels with a trend that appears
reasonable for maintaining a constant overall annoyance level
whilst the volume of air traffic increases. The piston-engined
aircraft, being superseded in the 1950s, set the London Airport
limit of llOPNdb. Pure jets would have been too noisy but
the acceptance of a penalty from the application of silencers
rendered them acceptable with the imposed limitations.

In the early 1960s the Wilson Committee reviewed the noise
problem and carried out experiments to determine the influence
of the number of exposures on the subjective effect of noise.
One of their conclusions was that because of the anticipated
increase in numbers of operations from 1961-1970, aircraft
noise levels should reduce by TPNdb in this period. This trend
is matched by the early progress from the pure jet to the
by-pass and by the recent transition in design to the bigh-
by-pass engine for the 1970s.

AN ERA REMEMBERED

THE RETIREMENT of Harald Penrose from his post as West-
land's group sales manager (writes a colleague) recalls the

halcyon years of the British aircraft industry: years in which
a small band of early test pilots played an important part in
laying the foundations of the vast structure that was to arise
during World War Two.

With contemporaries such as Chris Staniland, Cyril Uwins,
"George" Bulman and P. E. G. Sayer, Harald Penrose flight-
tested his full share of the huge number of prototype and
production aircraft that were the forerunners of the weapons
of victory. He was Westland's chief test pilot from 1931 to
1953.

Starting test flying in 1928, Hal Penrose joined the Yeovil
company in 1926 after an initial period of attachment, as a
university student, the year before. Receiving his aerial bap-
tism with A. J. (now Sir Alan) Cobham in 1919 and ultimately
qualifying as a pilot in the Reserve of Air Force Officers, in
1927, he logged nearly 6,000 hours of test flying in over 400
types and variants going as far back as the D.H.9, Bristol
Fighter and Wapiti.

Probably the most significant aircraft tested by Penrose were
the tail-less Pterodactyls, which he and Fit Lt Stainforth were
the first pilots to spin and aerobat—but the full significance
of the swept-wing configuration was not appreciated at that
time. The prototypes most prominent in his memory are those
of the Wyvern, in which three of his colleagues were killed
during test flights. He had his closest call when a prototype
Wyvern suddenly flick-rolled into an inverted dive following
an aileron system failure at only**500ft—from which predica-
ment he managed to recover and make a wheels-down landing.

In the early post-war years Harald Penrose was a looked-
for figure at flying meetings. His performance in the tiny
Widgeon (equipped with a motor horn) is a memory that
stays with many of us, as it did with him when he wrote (in
No Echo in the Sky, following the untimely write-off of the
last remaining Widgeon): "From the ashes no Phoenix arose—
only ghosts of memories, and the haunting knowledge that
there would still be other days and other flights, using this
aeroplane and that, but none so loved as the little Widgeon."

Harald Penrose, man of many parts—test pilot, executive,
author, ornithologist and builder of yachts—will, in the delight-
ful Dorset village of Nether Compton, know that all his
friends wish him a full life among his manuscripts, binoculars
and boats.

Harald Penrose and his Westland Widgeon. With him is test pilot
Fit Lt J. B. Thomson
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